
 
 

 

 

Profiles of the 5 Startup Finalists 2006:  

 

Ingenia Technology Ltd, a London based company, is marketing a proprietary and 
revolutionary technology invented by Prof Russell Cowburn of Imperial College London, 
and funded by Ingenia. “Laser Surface Authentication” or LSA™, reads the surface of the 
inherent structure of an object using a low cost laser scanner to identify the unique 
surface imperfections at near nano-scale (to effectively generate a naturally occurring 
‘fingerprint’), converts that data into a number and then stores this number securely in a 
database. The authenticity of the document, packaging or object can be subsequently 
verified by another simple scan, with a handheld scanner, which will check against the 
existing stored ‘fingerprint’. The reliability is typically greater than that of DNA. LSA™ 
does not require changes to the manufacturing process or addition of tags, inks etc. 
 LSA™can be used to prevent the counterfeiting of pharmaceuticals, tobacco, passports, 
ID cards, etc.” www.ingeniatechnology.com  
 
 
Secerno has pioneered a next-generation database assurance platform which helps 
secure your businesses digital assets, so you can use your data for maximum profit.  
Secerno.SQL detects and prevents abnormal transactions from reaching the database by 
building a model to understand its normal usage. It helps security personnel to control 
access to the database to ensure it meets the ongoing business and security 
requirements. Deployed as a micro-perimeter, Secerno.SQL protects the database from 
any abnormal activity and supports secure application development, QA and compliance 
activities. Secerno was founded by Paul Davie and Steve Moyle and is based on 
research at Oxford University.  www.secerno.com  
 
 
ScanWalk is planning to take to market products that will set new standards for non-
invasive identification systems utilising the relatively recently recognised 'gait' biometric. 
ScanWalk is the brainchild of Haydn Kelly, resulting from over a decade of clinical and 
occupational research.  Haydn was also the first person to present expert evidence on 
gait analysis, resulting in the conviction of an armed robber at the Old Bailey Central 
Courts, London, in July 2000. By identifying individuals based upon the way they walk 
with the ability to check for existing entries, ScanWalk's systems will potentially open up 
new dimensions in both preventative (security) and further develop investigative (law 
enforcement) activities. 
 
 
TIRF Technologies is positioned to become the market leader in detecting bioterrorism 
agents and molecular markers of naturally occurring diseases. Differentiating features of 
our biosensors include superior sensitivity, high selectivity, unmatched response time, 
and highly integrated sample preparation and analysis stages.  These advantages 
facilitate analysis of whole blood or contaminated biodefense samples in a few seconds 
or minutes.  Our biosensors are perfectly suited for a large and growing market for 
sensitive and rapidly responding devices needed for bioterror prevention, discovery, and 
countermeasures.  Our portable biosensor provides capability for simultaneous detection 
of hundreds of molecular markers, while our handheld unit designed for First Responders 
will be capable of simultaneous detection of 64 biothreat agents within 5 to 10 minutes.  
www.tirftechnologies.com  

 



Vumii helps its customers dramatically improve security personnel’s ability to recognize 
and identify risks to their environments. Vumii leverages electro-optics and image 
processing disciplines to develop and market visualization and image management tools 
that can be deployed within existing perimeter security infrastructures. Vumii recently 
launched Discoverii, a pan-tilt-zoom day/night surveillance system that uses patent 
pending, highly controllable, zoomable, invisible laser illumination.  Unlike thermal-based 
technologies, Discoverii produces natural contrast imagery, in which markings can be 
read and people recognized out to 5000 feet in zero light. Discoverii offers continuous 26x 
optical zoom, ability to see through windows at night, full color daytime imagery, and low 
total cost of ownership.  www.vumii.com  
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